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Using Your Strength to Serve
by Dixie Stanforth, Ph.D., FACSM and Jennifer Van Overdam, M.Ed.
STRENGTH REDEFINED
The term “strength” in the fitness industry generally evokes an image of someone or something that is strong and able to lift heavy
weight or withstand external forces. If you ask Jeremy Shore, founder of the nonprofit Strength to Serve, strength is “the capacity
and/or potential for effective and meaningful action.” His nonprofit Strength to Serve enables exercisers to fulfill their capacity
for true strength by using their physical abilities to give back to
the community. “Effective and meaningful action” can take the
shape of providing physical labor and/or expertise in physical
fitness when helping others — unique volunteer skillsets that
are developed in the gym but often overlooked outside it.
Shore’s vision of Strength to Serve began in 2004 when he
was working as a personal trainer at a boutique gym in Dallas,
Texas. Despite the joy associated with training others, he felt dissatisfied with the “do this, get fit, repeat” culture within the exercise world. How could he reframe fitness as something that
goes way beyond the traditional purpose of losing weight and
preventing disease? The answer kept coming back to one simple
phrase: “strength to serve.” For Shore, the phrase embodied
how he wanted fitness to function in all areas of his life, from
the personal to the professional to the spiritual. Not yet transformed into a full-fledged vision, this phrase stuck with Shore
and continued to expand after a move to New York City. While
there, Shore joined different groups, such as the Entrepreneurial
Initiative, where he connected with a wide range of individuals
all desiring to create an industry-wide cultural shift in their
unique spheres of influence. Rather than targeting personal
gain, they wanted to shift to an others-oriented focus to

maximize using their skills to benefit others. Collaborating with
these groups fortified Shore’s resolve to make the concept of
“strength to serve” a career cornerstone.

A CALL TO SERVICE
Strength to Serve shifted from a personal north star into a notfor-profit organization in 2012, two years after Shore moved
back to Texas. A friend at Google asked Shore if his “strength
to serve” idea could be integrated to help with a company event.
With Shore’s connections and organizational skills, Google bikes
were shipped to Austin for a tech company relay competition,
resulting in a fun and interactive series. Although benefit events
like this allow exercisers to use their physical abilities to participate, often generating funding for important causes, Shore knew
he wanted to provide direct services for community organizations in need. As a sponsored athlete and brand contributor
for Reebok, Shore decided to use this relationship to create the
first Strength to Serve service event in Boston, MA, in 2015. He
partnered with Brookview, a nonprofit group that helps homeless
mothers get off the streets. Strength to Serve brought in 50 local
Reebok fitness professionals to transform an empty field into a
functional recreational area for mothers and their children.
Leveraging the strength and endurance of these fitness professionals resulted in 3 hours of transformative work that the
landscaping crew said would have taken them 3 months …
and probably would never have happened without Strength
to Serve. Another early, large-scale service event took place in
San Diego, CA, in 2016 with Urban Street Angels, an organization
that provides resources for homeless youth. Strength to Serve
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reached out to local gyms and equipment partners like Dynamax
and Matrix Fitness for equipment donations and brought in local
trainers to teach free classes at the youth transitional center. A
similar service project took place that same year in Phoenix,
AZ, with MentorKids USA when Strength to Serve brought in
local fitness pros to help restore a playground and community
garden for this after-school youth mentoring program. These
events were incredibly successful and created lasting ties within
the local community. Most of the volunteers who served during
these initial big projects have stayed connected with the organizations and continue to provide practical assistance that capitalizes
on their physical capabilities and/or fitness expertise. One example
of this relational connectedness is ActivLab Phoenix: this group has
remained partnered with MentorKids USA as their primary support for any project in need of strong hands and backs.
Until 2018, Strength to Serve partnered to serve other nonprofits
by connecting them with local individuals and/or gyms interested in
making a difference. The more physically challenging the work, the
better, as volunteers are often more highly trained than the average

person who raises their hand to help. Increased volunteer interest has recently caused Strength to Serve to transition its focus
toward becoming a dynamic database platform that directly
matches gyms/individuals with vetted service organizations in
their local community. There are currently 13 cities included
in the nonprofit database (see Sidebar/Callout Box 3). On their
site, individuals interested in volunteering can view different local
volunteer opportunities to use their strength to serve in practical
ways. The database allows volunteers to select the type of service
they are interested in, the area of town they live in, and the days of
the week they are available to serve. A selection of potential nonprofit options is then generated based on these criteria. After choosing a specific nonprofit, the web site connects them directly with the
organization’s volunteer coordinator to complete the sign-up process. With a small donation, gym owners also can have unlimited
access to this database by becoming a Champion Gym Partner.
Having a Champion Gym Partner label makes facilities stand
out, as it is a unique opportunity to build community among members, creating a powerful source of motivation for them to build
strength for something bigger than themselves. Champion Gym
Partners receive a monthly report of volunteer sign-ups, allowing
them to see where passions and needs exist in their community.
They also receive assistance from the Strength to Serve team regarding marketing to their members and organizing the actual service events. Passionate gyms have even helped build their city
volunteer databases, serving with not only physical but also relational strength. Nonprofit organizations apply to be included in
the database by filling out an application outlining their volunteer
needs, current opportunities, and volunteer onboarding process.

STRENGTH THAT MATTERS
Strength to Serve encourages fitness professionals and gyms to
partner with local organizations in hopes that these connections
will endure rather than result in a one-and-done event. Shore
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Current Strength to Serve cities:
 Orlando, FL
 Tampa, FL
 Springfield, IL
 Norman, OK
 Oklahoma City, OK
 Tulsa, OK
 Nashville, TN
 Austin, TX
 Brenham, TX
 Dallas, TX
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 San Antonio, TX

believes that service events like the Urban Street Angels partnership are scalable and reproducible in any city. The main idea is
to be a blessing, not a burden, to organizations. Rather than picking an organization and putting pressure on them to find or create
an event, Shore encourages offering to perform tasks that require
being physically active/fit, like landscaping, moving material, etc.
Although these tasks may not directly bring revenue to the organization, they are still essential for daily operations and successful
long-term function and are often a financial challenge for nonprofits. Regardless of whether or not someone is directly involved,
Shore hopes that the idea behind Strength to Serve will inspire
others to consider the potential being physically fit offers — a benefit
not only for personal health but also as a mechanism for service to
others. To Shore, the simple act of giving back provides spiritual
and emotional health and growth, and Strength to Serve is an outlet
that provides just that. Much like the Strength to Serve logo made of
overlapping shields, we are made stronger by sharing our strength to
serve one another, creating a life of significance and positive change.

 Temple, TX

Recommended resources:
Seeking inspiration? Below are a few of the resources Shore
credits with guiding him toward the development of Strength to
Serve:
 Strength to Love by Martin Luther King Jr.
 Every Good Endeavor by Tim Keller
 Just Courage by Gary Haugen
 Strong and Weak, Playing God, and Culture Making by
Andy Crouch

Want to volunteer?
Interested in learning more about the volunteer
opportunities with Strength to Serve?
Learn more about becoming a Champion Partner: https://
strengthtoserve.com/
Sample Champion Gym Serve Page: http://
strengthtoserve.strengthtoserve.org
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 Waco, TX

Coming soon:
 San Diego, CA
 Washington, DC
 Chicago, IL
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